
o) Is invoicing for all aspects up-to-date? �

Sort it including ‘extras’.

p) Do previous activities or projects have any �

outstanding issues? Tidy them up.

q) Are systems manuals up-to-date? �

Offer to contribute.

r) Are QA procedures fully applied to �

all aspects? Bring up-to-date
including records.

s) Do skills need improving e.g. computers, �

CAD, model making?
Get agreement on way forward.

t) Is research needed for sector or technical �

or commercial aspects?
Get directions/agreements. Do it.

u) Are your project datasheets, website �

pages, CV up-to-date?
Sort them out.

v) What would be the best use of your time �

for the rest of the day/week/month?
Get agreement and do it.

w) Do you have a day book? Check it is �

up-to-date and you have resolved or
cleared all items.

x) Is your holiday schedule up-to-date? �

Are you in credit? Take a break.

y) Have we planned and organised everything �

for this project stage, to get through the next
gateway.

z) If it is part of your role to identify or secure �

opportunities or commissions then write
up your own list of contacts, connections,
proposals, competitions, bids, marketing
activity, etc. that you might undertake.
Get agreement. Do it.

Recession Survival: What Next? – Checklist

[Name of Organisation : ]

[Date : ]

(Adjust as appropriate to suit business activities)

Dear Technical Staff,

The following list is to assist staff to make the best use of your time and skills for the benefit of yourselves and our
organisation.

Ideally all technical staff will have meaningful, income-earning work to keep them fully occupied; they will also know
the further work they can usefully undertake when all the current work activity is satisfactorily completed or in the
event of the current work being stalled or if held up for some unforeseeable reason.

To assist staff in these activities here is a list of prompts to avoid anyone ‘sitting around with nothing to do / awaiting
instructions’.

Anything else? Thank you.
Further contributions and task suggestions will be appreciated.

a) Have you done all the work you �

have been allotted? Do it.

b) Have you checked it – thoroughly – and �

issued it to those parties who need it? Do it.

c) Are you held up in any way? Have you �

told others that you are held up, why and
your recommendations on the way forward?
Tell them.

d) Are there other things that might hold you �

up further? Let’s get all the difficulties on
the table. Think it through. Tell everything.

e) Do you have other work to do or that you �

could prepare for? Do it.

f) Are your timesheets up-to-date and �

submitted? Do it.

g) Do you have correspondence to deal with, �

e-mails to answer, minutes to produce? Do it.

h) Is the filing up-to-date and sorted? �

Do it.

i) Are your training / CPD records and �

planned events up-to-date? Do it?

j) Are we awaiting information from �

others – client, consultants, contractors,
specialists? Do they know?
Tell them in writing.
Chase them up.

k) Is there information from others waiting to be �

checked, co-ordinated or integrated?
Check it. Co-ordinate it. Integrate it.

l) Is your work place neat and tidy? Sort it. �

m) Could you help someone else with their �

work activity? Perhaps they are
behind or it would get them ahead.
Get agreement. Do it.

n) Is there any electronic or paper archiving �

to do? Sort it.
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